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The statement of the principle of optimality originally given by 
Bellman contains a safeguard against too hasty application to systems 
with feedback. It is shown how the concept of state can be enlarged 
to allow the dynamic programming of countercurrent systems. The price 
is an increase of dimensionalitv. 
I. INTR~DLJcTI~N 
Dynamic programming was originally devised to apply to multistage deci- 
sion problems in which the decision at any one stage affected all later stages 
but not any earlier ones. Its success has led to several attempts to enlarge 
its application to systems with feedback or countercurrent streams and these 
extensions have sometimes been too hasty. Jackson [l] has recently dramatized 
the hazards of the feedback system by showing that conditions which appear 
to be producing a maximum will actually produce a minimum with suffi- 
ciently strong feedback. 
Now if it is examined carefully, Bellman’s original statement of the 
principle of optima&y contains a safeguard against too rash an application. 
It will be recalled that it reads [2]: “An optimal policy has the property that 
whatever the initial state and initial decision may be, the remaining decisions 
must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the 
first decision.” It is the last few italicized words that need to be rather strictly 
interpreted. If there is feedback, the state with regard to which the subsequent 
decisions constitute an optimal policy can no longer be regarded as resulting 
solely from the first decision. There remains then the possibility that a sub- 
sequent policy which in itself is suboptimal will actually have so favorable 
a feedback as to be part of the overall optimal policy. This difficulty can only 
be exorcised at the expense of enlarging the state vector and interpreting 
the words “resulting from” in a carefully defined fashion. We will illustrate 
this for countercurrent systems. 
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II. THE GENERAL COUNTERCURRENT SYSTEM 
The general system we consider is shown in Fig. 1. The inputs to the 
N-stage system are pO and plV+t and when the decisions 
FIG. 1 
cl19 ... qN for the operation of each stage are made the outputs pr 
and pN are determined. With each stage we associate a profit function 
P,(p,-r, pn, pb, pb+r, q,J and the objective is so to choose qr, ‘.. qn as to 
maximize XFP,,. For the typical stage there will be a set of transformation 
equations which determine the output states pn and pk in terms of the input 
states pn-l and pi+1 and the decision vector qn. We may write these 
(1) 
(2) 
and by using them the profit function for the stage may be written 
P,(P,-1, Piz+1* %A (3) 
III. THE CONCEPT OF STATE 
From the direct physical basis of the equations we should say that the 
states pn and pk result from the states p+r and ph+r and the decision q,. 
However the equations (1) and (2) can often be rearranged and used to calcu- 
late pnel and p: in terms of pn, pb+r, and q,. Let us write these transforma- 
tions 
(4) 
(5) 
and correspondingly write 
P,(P7U PL+r, qn). (6) 
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We shall now say that the pair of state vectors (pnel, pi) constitute the 
state resulting from the decision qn and prior state (p,, pk+r). This is true in 
a mathematical sense, since the equations can be so presented, though it 
violates the physical situation. What is essential is that both the vectors 
pn-r and pk be included in the specification of state. 
IV. THE SINGLE STAGE 
The optimal problem for a single stage according to the original formulation 
is to choose qr so that for given pa and pi, P1(pO, pi, qr) is maximum. Let 
fr(PLl* Pi) = “141,“” i?r(PCl, Pi, sdl- (7) 
This is a straightforward problem of maximization, but in this form it is 
useless as it cannot be put into a recursive equation. Instead we must use 
Eq. (4)-(6) and write 
gr(P,, P;; PO) = yp [Pr(Pr, P;, SIN (8) 
This maximization is subject to the restriction that 
PO = Y,(P,, P;1, cl1 )- (9) 
This restriction together with other restrictions which may be present 
severely limits the choice of ql. Indeed it may leave no choice at all and even 
impose mutual restrictions on pi, pi, and p,,. However we can regain all the 
freedom of choice that the problem possesses by recognizing that for a single 
stage we should not specify an output, but that this too should be chosen 
to maximize the profit. Thus 
fi(PO, Pi) = !p [&(Pl, P;; POJI. 
V. Two OR MORE STAGES 
Suppose that having determined g,(p,, pk; po) we add a second stage. 
The state (pl, p;) may be regarded as the state resulting from (pz, pj) by the 
decision q,. The subtle restrictions imposed by (9) will be transmitted back 
to this stage, but whatever value of q2 is chosen the profit Pz and resulting 
state (pit p;) can be calculated from Eqs. (4)-(6). Then by the principle 
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of optimality, whatever qs may be, q, should certainly be chosen optimally 
with respect to (pi, p;). Thus 
g,(p,, pj; PO) = biy [PdP,, Pk 94 + &(P,, Pk PO% (11) 
If there are only two stages the determination can be completed by 
.h(~~, P;) = n;y kdpzT P;; ~di. (12) 
In general we have 
&(Pm p;+1; PO) = y”= [P?z(P?zY Ph+1,4n) + &-dP+1, Pk PO)1 (13) 
and 
hdpo, p;l+d = M”p [&pm P~+I; PO% 
n = 2, . . . N. 
(14) 
VI. DISCUSSION 
The price we have had to pay for bringing the countercurrent process 
within the compass of the principle of optimality is a sad increase in dimen- 
sionality of the state vector. The vector p,, is constant for the whole process 
and so may be carried along as a parameter, but the number of variables in 
g, is the sum of the number in p and p’ vectors. The attempt to ignore 
the state pn and work with the fn is disastrous, even though pn is a function 
of only pO and pk+r. The increase in dimensionality that is forced by the 
feedback stream can be seen if one attempts to analyze the straight chain 
process in the direction opposite to that taken in dynamic programming. 
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